
The main jurisdictional clause in all three instruments is
adapted from the main clause in the Circuit Assize Commission,
and in the earliest examples follows the same development. The
main sub-clause, explaining the reason for the association, is
common to both Letters of Association and Admission, and to the
fsi non omnes' when that issued, that is when the total number of

justices after modifications was three or more. There were two
basic forms of association: the addition of one, or sometimes

more, to the justices already commissioned; the substitution of

one for a justice already commissioned. The former was usually
marginated 'De Associacione f in the Patent Rolls; the 15th-

century Chancery precedent roll, already mentioned, gives a

single example of it. The latter was also sometimes marginated

'De Associacione1; but in the late 14th and early 15th century
its appropriate margination was !De [uno]justiciario ad assisas

loco alterius constitute'. The Chanceryprecedent roll gives two
forms, differing in the explanatory sub-clause. One covers a

justice's removal to other duties in the royal service, including
transfer to another circuit fac prefatus B quibusdam obsequiis

nostris ex mandati nostro alibi intendat, per quod capcioni

earundem assisarum, juratarum et cert if icacionum vacare non

potest'. The example given below is in this form. The second

form covers removal from office: 'ac quibusdam certis de causis
prefatum B de huiusmodi assisis, juratis et certif icacionibus in
comitatibus predictis capiendis duxerimus exonerandum'

. But a
number of more fully explanatory sub -clauses were in use under

Richard II, including vacancy by death and voluntary retirement.

Since an association by substitution usually replaced one of two
justices by another, it did not usually result in the issue of a
fsi non omnes'. Since association by addition always brought the

number of justices to three or more, it was normally accompanied

by the issue of a fsi non omnes'. But for most of the 14th
century the Intent Roll clerks did not trouble to note such issues
of a 'si non omnes1 with any consistency. Both forms of association

could be either for indefinite duration or for the occasion
of one series of sessions in the circuit only: 'hac vice*.

Normally,however,associations by substitution were for an
indefinite time, while associations by addition came, during the
later 14th century, to be usually for one series of sessions
only: the example in the 15th century Chanceryprecedent roll
has the 'hac vice' clause. What is said below, under Gaol Delivery
Commissions,about the presence or absence of the 'hac vice'

clause applies also to some extent to the Letters of Association.
The occasion of the issue of the following example of the

Letters of Association by substitution was the transfer in Feb.
1382 of William Thirnyngfrom the Northern to the Eastern
circuit. There are two examples of the Letters of Association
by addition for the summer sessions of the Northern Circuit in
1379, since two justices were associated for the busyYork
sessions, and another for the sessions in the other three
counties. These are also the earliest examples, in Richard II 's
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